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Learn more about wolf behavior with the help of the Wolf Conservation Center's live-streaming
webcams! All 44 wolves that live at the WCC can be spotted on camera - they eat, sleep, play, and more!
Complete this activity to hone your behavior identification skills.
Summary:
Participants observe different
wolf behaviors.
Grade Level:
2-6
Time:
No limit
Learning Objectives:
Participants will be able to:
Identify different wolf
behaviors.
Observe several wild wolf
behaviors.
Describe how different
behaviors help the wolves
survive.
Materials Needed:
Copies of the Wolf Behavior
Checklist
OR
Copies of the Wolf Behavior
Image Guide
Internet access to watch the
webcams
Pens or pencils

Background:
Wolf behavior is usually dependent
on various needs - obtaining food,
finding shelter from weather,
maintaining family bonds, and
more.
Wolves are quite elusive and are
typically fearful of humans so if
you were to observe wolves in the
wild, you would need luck and a lot
of patience. Luckily, the WCC's livestreaming cameras allow you to
watch the wolves without their
knowledge. These cameras allow
WCC staff to monitor the behavior
and health of the wolves - now you
can, too!
Wolf behavior can be quite
complex but some general
guidelines are highlighted below.
Wolves mainly use body language
to convey the rules for the family.
Wolf families usually consist of the
breeding pair (mom and dad) and
their offspring of varying ages.
Sometimes unrelated wolves will
join a family too.
To maintain order, wolves will rely
on their posture, tail position,
facial expression and ear position
to articulate their status and role
within the family. The parents
(sometimes referred to as the
“alpha” pair) are the leaders of the
pack, and they express

their status with erect posture
and tails carried high.
Wolves will also use body
language to communicate and
initiate some fun. When seeking
to play, wolves will dance and
bow playfully.
A common behavior is grooming
- this keeps fur clean and free of
debris, and reaffirms the unique
emotional bonds that shape the
foundation of the family.
Wolves are highly social animals
that live in well-organized family
units called packs, and
communication is key to
successful family living. One way
wolves communicate is through
howling. Wolves can howl to
locate other wolves, advertise the
size of their pack, to warn other
family members of danger using
a bark howl, and more.
As carnivores, wolves consume
meat - either animals they catch
or deer carcasses that are
provided by WCC staff. Feeding is
an important part of their
lifestyle because food provides
energy and helps wolves survive.
Visit https://nywolf.org/meet-ourwolves/webcams/ to begin!
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Date:
Time:
Weather:
Wolf Family Name:

Real World Applications
Why is the study of animal behavior, or ethology, important?
Studies of animal behavior are important because they are crucial for understanding how to
preserve species. Understanding animal behavior also allows for improvements in animal
welfare.
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DIRECTIONS: Place a tally mark next to the behavior each time you observe it on the
webcam. Remember, body language and playing can each take multiple forms!

Feeding ________________________

Howling ________________________

Playing ________________________

Body Language________________________

Sleeping ________________________

Grooming ________________________
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